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Introduc3on 

MathemaFcs educaFon as a Design Science (WiJmann 1995) has the responsibility to 
help judge and review material for teaching and learning mathemaFcs, including digital 
ones like computer soQware and apps for mobile devices. This review guide has been 
developed to fulfill that responsibility. The usual approach to evaluaFng the suitability 
of apps for teaching and learning are catalogues and categorizaFons, resulFng in ran-
kings (cf. Highfield & Goodwin, 2013). However, these are not parFcularly useful to 
give hints about the suitability of the app for a certain subject maJer or parFcular 
classroom situaFon. We propose another approach, a theory-guided approach to eva-
luaFng Apps, without ranking them or even labeling them as “good” or “bad”, but as a 
guideline to find ways to judge the deployment of specific apps in the classroom. 

The theoreFcal basis for our review guide is acFvity theory, 
more specifically the ACAT model (Ar#fact Centric Ac#vity 
Theory, see Ladel & Kortenkamp, 2014). This model describes 
network of a subject (usually a student), an object (the mathe-
maFcal subject maJer), the mediaFng arFfact (in our case an 
App used by the student to work with the mathemaFcal con-
tent), as well as rules (describing how the app should behave 
based on the mathemaFcal object) and the group (the whole 
classroom situaFon). 

It is not necessary to know the details of the psychological and pedagogical theory in 
order to understand and use the following guide. A helpful introducFon for those who 
want to know more can be the text of Kaptelinin (2014). For every step of the guide 
we will give background informaFon concerning the theoreFcal foundaFon. 
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The Review Guide 

This review guide is organized into five steps that can be associated to five foci in the 
ACAT model. It is mandatory to follow these steps in the given order. 

StarFng from the mathemaFcal content we will analyze how students work with the 
app. From that we will infer whether the app is able to help in supporFng the acquisi-
Fon of the desired content. Finally concrete classroom situaFons can be discussed 
that are suitable for using the app. Based on this approach it can happen that the 
same app is perfectly suited for specific teaching situaFons, but not for others, even if 
the same topic is being handled. The step-by-step approach will guide the review to 
the essenFal and fundamental quesFons immediately. This can cause an early conclu-
sion of the review aQer each step, if it is foreseeable that the app is not suitable for 
the planned instrucFon. 

Thus, the review guide structures the decision process and makes it transparent to 
teachers. For every step we list the possible data sources that can be used. 

Step 1: What is the mathema3cal object of the app? 

IdenFfy the mathemaFcal object i.e. which concept, content or ma-
themaFcs process is targeted by the app.  

It is important to note that each app can address one or several ma-
themaFcal objects. In the case of several objects, separate reviews for each object are 
necessary as each object will emphasize different learning facets and will therefore 
vary in efficacy across this range of facets. 

Possible Sources 

• The app’s Ftle and its official descripFon at iTunes or Google Play 

• AddiFonal material provided (e.g. downloadable worksheets) 

• External references (e.g. recommendaFons by peers who have used the app) 

• Trials of the app 

Background 

A central principle of acFvity theory is object orienta3on. As acFons only exist (or 
at least can only be recognized) in relaFon to a specific object, acFviFes are there-
fore directed towards the aJainment of an object. Consequently, acFons of stu-
dents within an app can only be understood if the (mathemaFcal) object of their ac-
Fons is known. In this instance, the mathemaFcal object is understanding how 
shapes can be manipulated to create new shapes.  
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Step 2: How do students interact with the mathema3cal object, me-
diated by the app? 

Discuss what kind of interacFon with the mathemaFcal object the app 
offers to the students. For this, it is necessary to look at the separate 
interacFons between subject and arFfact, as well as between arFfact and object. In 
examining these interacFons we can ask: What acFons does the app support? How 
does the app represent the mathemaFcal object? How does the object influence the 
“behavior” of the app? What can students experience through the above? 

Possible Sources 

• Own systemaFc tesFng of the app 

Background 

When designing an app, formulaFng the rules for user interacFon would occur at 
this stage in the ACAT design process. As we are analyzing an exisFng app we im-
mediately examine user interacFon.  

A core component of interest AcFvity Theory, and thus ACAT, is the process of In-
ternaliza3on and Externaliza3on. External acFons of the subject, such as pinch-to-
zoom gestures to scale a city map represent internal acFons, in this case dilaFons, 
that in turn are representaFons of student understanding. In a similar way, external 
acFons can create internal representaFons. In order to understand this user interac-
Fon more fully, and to refer more concisely to the mathemaFcal object, it is useful 
to sub-divide this process between subject and object at their respecFve interac-
Fons with the arFfact (Ladel & Kortenkamp, 2014).  

The guiding quesFons thus follow back and forth between subject, arFfact, object: 

S → A:  Which acFons does the app support?  

A → O:  How does the app represent the mathemaFcal object?  

O → A:  How does the object influence the “behavior” of the app? 

A → S:  What can students experience through the above? 
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Step 3: How does the interac3on develop? 

Structure the possible interacFons by categorizing them into acFvi-
Fes, acFons, and operaFons (LeonFev, 1981): 

- AcFviFes are superordinate interacFons directed by the subject’s 
moFves, e.g. reading a city map to determine direcFon of travel; 

- AcFons are targeted, individual interacFons, e.g. changing a map’s scale to get a 
more detail view of a certain secFon of a map; and 

- OperaFons are internalized interacFons that do not need further cogitaFon and can 
be governed by instrumental constraints, e.g. the actual execuFon of pinch-to-zoom 
gesture to scale or of the drag gesture to move the map. 

Elaborate upon how this categorizaFon changes while using the app as acFons can 
become operaFons during the learning process and allow for the creaFon of new ac-
Fons in turn. 

Possible Sources 

• Discussion of hypotheFcal scenarios  

• Empirical tests 

Background 

At this point in the review process a specific view on the hierarchy of acFviFes, ac-
Fons and operaFons as another principle of acFvity theory is appropriate. At the 
same Fme, conclusions about possible developments of students’ learning can be 
drawn. A successful learning process is characterized by acFons becoming operaF-
ons in order to enable more complex acFons.  

Step 4: Is the app suitable for teaching and learning the mathema3cal object? 

Compare the use of the app for the specific mathemaFcal object, as 
uncovered in the guide, with knowledge from mathemaFcs specific 
pedagogy, the discipline of mathemaFcs, and psychology regarding 
the teaching and learning of the mathemaFcs object in quesFon. In 
other words, do the interacFons idenFfied and analyzed in Steps 2 
and 3 support the desired ideas, experiences, concepFons, and competencies, as re-
quired by quality mathemaFcs educaFon? In addiFon, is the technological design sui-
table for learning according to theories of high quality Human Computer InteracFon 
(HCI) design? 
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Possible sources 

• Syntheses of the discussion above 

• ScienFfic background literature and references 

Background 

The design of an app is guided by rules in the ACAT model, which in turn are guided 
by knowledge from mathemaFcs educaFon, HCI design, etc. This ensures that the 
app is indeed supporFng student learning, and that the targeted mathemaFcal con-
tent can be taught or learned via its use.  

Step 5: How can the app be used in classroom instruc3on? 

Illustrate how the app might be used in the classroom. You can use the 
following quesFons as a guide: 

- Can the app be used for individual, partner or small group work or is 
it limited to only one of these types of social interacFon?  

- What are possible provocaFons or tasks the teacher can provide students? 

- Which kinds of differenFaFon, and which levels of difficulty, are possible? 

- Is it an app for instrucFve (drill and prac#ce) acFviFes or is it discovery based and 
designed to introduce students to new content or to construct new ideas? 

- Which requirements and competences are necessary to use the app? 

Possible sources 

• AddiFonal teacher’s material  

• Trials with students 

• ImaginaFon 

Background 

Within both AcFvity Theory and ACAT, learning is never understandable as a pure 
individual acFvity of a student. It must always be seen in a social and corporate 
context where learning is common work. As noted by Giest and Lompscher (2004), 
in the classroom there is always a “pädagogisches Gesamtsubjekt” such that the ac-
FviFes always occur in the contexts of interacFon, communicaFon or cooperaFon, 
including relaFonships between learners, teachers, and other parFcipants. 
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